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Abstract
Protein structures are classically described in terms of secondary structures. Even if the regular secondary structures have relevant
physical meaning, their recognition from atomic coordinates has some important limitations such as uncertainties in the assignment
of boundaries of helical and -strand regions. Further, on an average about 50  of all residues are assigned to an irregular state, .,β % i.e 
the coil. Thus different research teams have focused on abstracting conformation of protein backbone in the localized short stretches.
Using different geometric measures, local stretches in protein structures are clustered in a chosen number of states. A prototype
representative of the local structures in each cluster is generally defined. These libraries of local structures prototypes are named as “
structural alphabets . We have developed a structural alphabet, named Protein Blocks, not only to approximate the protein structure,”
but also to predict them from sequence. Since its development, we and other teams have explored numerous new research fields using
this structural alphabet. We review here some of the most interesting applications.
Author Keywords protein structures ; biochemistry ; amino acids ; secondary structures ; propensities ; structural alphabet ; structure prediction ; structural superimposition 
; mutation ; binding site ; Bayes theorem ; Support Vector Machines.
Introduction
Protein structures have been classically described in two regular states ( -helix and -strand) and the remaining unassigned regions asα β
an irregular state (coil), this state correspond to a large number of diverse conformations. Nonetheless, the use of only three states
oversimplifies the description of protein structures. A detailed description for 50  of the residues classified as coils is missed even when%
they encompass repeating local structure. Description of local protein structures have hence focused on the elaboration of complete sets of
small prototypes or structural alphabets  (SAs), that help to approximate every part of the protein backbone ( ).“ ” Offmann, et al., 2007 
Designing a structural alphabet requires identification of a set of average recurrent local protein structures that (efficiently) approximates
every part of known structures. As each residue is associated to one of these prototypes, the whole 3D protein structure can be translated
into a series of prototypes (letters) in 1D, as the sequence of prototypes.
gives an example of encoding of a protein structures with a Structural Alphabet. The N-terminal extremity of Figure 1 Aspergillus
acid phosphatase ( ) chain B is shown. To each residue, a local protein structure prototype was associated.niger Kostrewa, et al., 1999 
Thus, the coil region could be precisely described as a succession of small protein prototypes instead of a succession of identical states.
Protein Blocks
Secondary structure assignments are widely used to analyze protein structures. However, it often gives a coarse description of 3D
protein structures, with about half of the residues being assigned to an undefined state ( ). Moreover, theBornot and de Brevern, 2006 
structural diversity observed in -helices and -strands, is hidden. Indeed, -helices are frequently not linear, and are either curved (58 )α β α %
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or kinked (17 ) ( ). The absence of secondary structure assignment for a significant proportion of the residues has led% Martin, et al., 2005 
to the development of local protein structure libraries that are able to approximate all (or almost all) of the local protein structures without
using classical secondary structures. These libraries yielded prototypes that are representative of local folds found in proteins. The
complete set of local structure prototypes defines a structural alphabet ( ).Offmann, et al., 2007 
Ten years ago, Pr. Serge Hazout developed a novel structural alphabet with two specific goals ( ): (i) to obtain ade Brevern, et al., 2000 
good local structure approximation and (ii) to predict local structures from sequence. Fragments that are five residues in length were coded
in terms of the /  dihedral angles. A Root Mean Square Deviation on Angle (RMSDA) score was used to quantify the structuralφ ϕ
difference among the fragments ( ). Using an unsupervised cluster analyser related to Self Organizing MapsSchuchhardt, et al., 1996 
(SOM ( ; )), a three step training process was carried out. The first step involved learning of structuralKohonen, 1982 Kohonen, 2001 
difference of fragments in terms of RMSDA and in the second step the transition probability (probability of transition from one fragment
to another in a sequence) was also considered along with the RMSDA, ., in a similar way to Markov model ( ). In thei.e Rabiner, 1989 
third step, the constraint based on transition probability was removed. Optimal prototypes were identified by considering both the
structural approximation and the prediction rate. A set of 16 prototypes called Protein Blocks (PBs), represented as average dihedral
vectors, was obtained at the end of this process ( ).de Brevern, et al., 2000 
These PBs are displayed represented in . The PBs and can be described roughly as prototypes for central -helix andFigure 2 m d α
central -strand, respectively. PBs through primarily represent -strand N-caps and PBs and , -strand C-caps; PBs through areβ a c β e f β g j 
specific to coils, PBs and to -helix N-caps, and PBs through to -helix C-caps. This structural alphabet allows a goodk l α n p α
approximation of local protein 3D structures with a root mean square deviation (rmsd) now evaluated at 0.42  on average (Å de Brevern,
). PBs have been assigned using in-house software (available at ) or using PBE web2005 http://www.dsimb.inserm.fr/DOWN/LECT/ 
server ( ) ( ).http://bioinformatics.univ-reunion.fr/PBE/ Tyagi, et al., 2006 
PBs ( ) have been used both to describe the 3D protein backbones ( ) and to perform localde Brevern, et al., 2000 de Brevern, 2005 
structure prediction( ; ; ; ). Our earlier workde Brevern, et al., 2007 de Brevern, et al., 2000 de Brevern, et al., 2002 Etchebest, et al., 2005 
on PBs have shown that PBs are effective in describing and predicting conformations of long fragments ( ; Benros, et al., 2006 Benros, et
; ; ; ; ; al., 2009 Bornot, et al., 2009 de Brevern, et al., 2007 de Brevern and Hazout, 2001 de Brevern and Hazout, 2003 de Brevern, et al.,
) and short loops ( ; ; ), analyzing protein contacts ( ), in2002 Fourrier, et al., 2004 Tyagi, et al., 2009 Tyagi, et al., 2009 Faure, et al., 2008 
building a transmembrane protein ( ; ), and in defining a reduced amino acid alphabet to aidde Brevern, 2005 de Brevern, et al., 2009 
design of mutations ( ). This reduced amino acid alphabet was recently proved suitable for predicting proteinEtchebest, et al., 2007 
families or sub-families and secretory proteins of ( ; ). We have also used protein blocksP. falciparum Zuo and Li, 2009 Zuo and Li, 2009 
to superimpose and to compare protein structures ( ; ; ).Tyagi, et al., 2008 Tyagi, et al., 2006 Tyagi, et al., 2006 
Other laboratories have taken advantage of PBs to reconstruct globular protein structures ( ), design peptides (Dong, et al., 2007 
) and to define binding site signatures ( ). Novel prediction methodologies ( ; Thomas, et al., 2006 Dudev and Lim, 2007 Li, et al., 2009 
; ) and fragment-based local statistical potentials ( ) were alsoRangwala, et al., 2009 Zimmermann and Hansmann, 2008 Li, et al., 2009 
developed. The features of this alphabet have been compared by Karchin et al. ( ) with those of 8 other structuralKarchin, et al., 2003 
alphabets showing that our PB alphabet is highly informative, with the best predictive ability of those tested. Among the available SAs, it
is the most widely used SA today.
Applications
Binding site signature
PBs enable the detection of structural similarity between proteins with excellent efficiency. Dudev, Lim and co-workers, (Dudev and
; ), used this concept to locate structural motifs of metal/ligand-binding sites in proteins (Lim, 2001 Yang, et al., 2008 Dudev and Lim,
). They encoded a protein structure databank in terms of PBs and they located PBs encompassing specific metal-binding sites. Then,2007 
a discontinuous PB pattern, similar to a PROSITE pattern, was defined. First, the structural motifs of Cys Zn-finger domains, which are4 
known to adopt a specific structure, have been analyzed. Then, they focused on structural motifs of Mg -binding sites in a set of2  +
non-redundant Mg -binding proteins. Four Mg -structural motifs that showed important relationships between them were identified.2  + 2  +
Other features of the proteins were also defined ( ). This strategy can be easily extended to other cases. Recently,Dudev and Lim, 2007 
they have extended the approach to DNA and RNA binding sites, highlighting a novel non-specific motif enabling diverse interactions
with DNA and RNA as with proteins ( ).Wu, et al., 2010 
Definition of a reduced amino acid alphabet
Reduced amino acid alphabet is a popular concept that is explored by many research teams. Indeed, the appropriate selection of an
amino acid type in a reliable set is particularly helpful to limit the number of experiments. Most of approaches were mainly based on
sequence properties, ., ( ; ; ).i.e Akanuma, et al., 2002 Clarke, 1995 Kamtekar, et al., 1993 
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In this area, PBs not only help in describing protein structures, but are also useful in extraction of sequence  structure relationships.–
Based on this relation, we proposed association of amino acids in a limited number of clusters. This approach permits an exchange of
amino acids which are equivalent in terms of sequence  structure relationship, while maintaining local protein structure conformation (–
). Zuo and Li used this reduced amino acid alphabet to predict different properties through a learning approach (Etchebest, et al., 2007 Zuo
; ).and Li, 2009 Zuo and Li, 2009 
Long structural fragments
PBs are 5 residues long fragments. To assess the structural stability of these short fragments, we identified the most frequent series of
5 consecutive PBs which are 9 residues long. Then, we selected 72 most frequent series and named them Structural Words (SWs).
Interestingly, SWs encompass 92  of the residues (nearly 100  of the repetitive structures and 80  of secondary structure coil). By using% % %
most of the SWs, it was possible to create a simple network describing most of the transitions between the SWs in proteins (de Brevern, et
). SWs yield a pertinent description of a large part of 3D structures, but as they constitute a sub-set of all five PBs combinations,al., 2002 
they do not allow a description for every part of the protein structures. So, we have developed a novel approach named Hybrid Protein
Model (HPM ( )). This innovative approach made it possible to create longer prototypes comprising 10 to 13de Brevern and Hazout, 2000 
residues. ( ; ; ; ; ; Benros, et al., 2006 Benros, et al., 2003 Benros, et al., 2009 Benros, et al., 2002 de Brevern and Hazout, 2001 de Brevern
). This resulted in higher structural variability for the longer fragments through a significant increase in the number ofand Hazout, 2003 
prototypes, ., 100 to 130 prototypes ( ; ; ; e.g Benros, et al., 2006 Benros, et al., 2009 de Brevern and Hazout, 2001 de Brevern and Hazout,
). These longer fragments were used to perform structural superimposition ( ), methodological2003 de Brevern and Hazout, 2001 
optimisation ( ; ), and analysis of sequence  structure relationship ( ; Benros, et al., 2003 de Brevern and Hazout, 2003 – Benros, et al., 2006 
; ; ). A modified version of HPM proposed by Pr. Serge Hazout, hasBenros, et al., 2009 Bornot, et al., 2009 de Brevern and Hazout, 2001 
led to the construction of networks of local protein structures ( ).Hazout, 2005 
Structural alignment
The structural alphabet allows translating protein three-dimensional structures into a series of letters (see ). Consequently, itFigure 1a 
is possible to use classical sequence alignment methodology to perform structure-based alignment (see ). The main difficulty liesFigure 1b 
in obtaining a pertinent substitution matrix, to find the similarity score between PBs for alignments. Using the homologues of known 3-D
structure in PALI database ( ) encoded in terms of PBs, a PB substitution matrix was computed ( ). AGowri, et al., 2003 Tyagi, et al., 2006 
dedicated webserver has been developed ( ) that performs optimal alignments of a query proteinhttp://bioinformatics.univ-reunion.fr/PBE/ 
structure with entries of 3-D structures in a database, using PBs and the substitution matrix 18 . A recent benchmark has proved that this[ ]
method is most efficient in mining PDB and identifying proteins with similar 3-D structure ( ).Tyagi, et al., 2008 
From this work, new developments have been performed. A first one directly relates to the use of substitution matrix and concerns the
characterization of conformational patterns in active and inactive forms of kinases. Comparison of closely related kinases indicates a
higher global similarity between the active state kinases compared to inactive states (as reflected from their PB scores) (Agarwal, et al.,
). The second axis focuses on the database, which is the basis for generating the substitution matrix, ., PALI database. The2010 i.e 
superimposed structures of PALI show regions with correct alignments linked with regions more difficult to align (named variable
regions). A novel optimisation of the superposition based on PBs, shows a global improvement in the variable regions. Hence, PBs
improve PALI database alignments (Agarwal ., ). The last axis concerns the alignment approach. Even though theet al in preparation 
recent benchmark has proved the quality of the methodology ( ), some structural alignmentsshow poor consistency.Tyagi, et al., 2008 
Optimisation of the substitution matrix and a novel alignment methodology improved both the mining and the superimposition of protein
structures (Joseph ., ). illustrates a very difficult case of superimposition of the threedimensional structures of et al in preparation Figure 3 
acid phosphatase ( ) and periplasmic glucose-1-phosphatase ( ).Aspergillus niger Kostrewa, et al., 1999 Escherichia coli Lee, et al., 2003 
The superimposition obtained with our previous approach ( ) is quite poor. Our novel procedure allows the recognitionTyagi, et al., 2006 
of highly similar regions (shown on ) and gives a spectacular improvement in the superimposition. show thatFigure 3e Figures 3c and 3d 
the bottom part of the protein structures can be truly superimposed. gives the alignment in terms of PBs.Figure 4 
Prediction
Like secondary structure prediction, it is possible to predict local structures in terms of structural alphabet (see for a summaryTable 1 
of all prediction approaches). Indeed, concomitant to an accurate local 3D structures description, definition of PBs was driven by
prediction capabilities ( ). The prediction principle is based on Bayes  theorem. First, a set of protein chains used inde Brevern, et al., 2000 ’
training were encoded in terms of PBs, using minimal RMSDA criterion. Then, sequence windows of 15 residues length were considered
for calculating the propensities associated with each PB. For each PB, the probability of occurrence of an amino acid at each position in
the sequence window was calculated and an occurrence matrix was generated, ., 16 for the 16 PBs. Bayes theorem was applied toi.e 
predict the structure of new sequences. A prediction rate of 34.4  was achieved ( ; ).% de Brevern, et al., 2004 de Brevern, et al., 2000 
Nonetheless, only one amino acid occurrence matrix is associated to each PB. Consequently, the sequence information is averaged. A
clustering approach related to SOM ( ; ) performed on PBs sequences revealed well-defined sequenceKohonen, 1982 Kohonen, 2001 
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families for some PBs. For each sequence family, an amino acid occurrence matrix was then computed. This strategy increased sequence
specificities for some PBs and permitted to achieve an improved prediction rate of 40.7  ( ; % de Brevern, et al., 2004 de Brevern, et al.,
). Finally, a simulated annealing approach in the process of sequence family generation, helped to improve the overall prediction to2000 
48.7  ( ). Importantly, this approach did not bring any biased or unbalanced improvements between the PBs.% Etchebest, et al., 2005 
Combining the secondary structure information with the Bayesian prediction did not result in significant improvement of the prediction
rate. A website, LocPred ( ), which includes most of the tools developed so far, ishttp://www.dsimb.inserm.fr/~debrevern/LOCPRED/ 
available to perform these predictions ( ). Predictions were also performed with the SWs ( ; de Brevern, et al., 2004 de Brevern, et al., 2007 
) and specifically for short loops ( ; ).de Brevern, et al., 2002 Fourrier, et al., 2004 Tyagi, et al., 2009 
A knowledge-based approach for predicting local backbone structure was also developed. In this case, overlapping fragments of 5
residues from a query sequence are extracted and queried against a pentapeptide database. In this database, which was built from SCOP
database culled at 95  identity, each pentapeptide is mapped to a Protein Block. In absence of any hit  in the database, pentapeptides in% “ ”
which constraint of identity in the central position (position 3) is relaxed are considered. Overall performance of the approach was about
62 .%
Recent developments have been made by other teams. Li and co-workers who proposed an innovative approach for PB prediction,
taking into account information from secondary structure and solvent accessibilities ( ). Prediction rates were significantlyLi, et al., 2009 
improved ( ). Interestingly, this approach was found useful for fragment threading, pseudo sequence design, andhttp://sg.ustc.edu.cn/lssrap/ 
local structure predictions.
Support Vector Machines methodology coupled with evolutionary information greatly improved the prediction rates. Hence,
Zimmermann and Hansmann developed a method for PB prediction using SVMs with a radial basis function kernel, leading to an
improvement of the prediction rate to 60 61  ( ). This method called Locustra is available online at – % Zimmermann and Hansmann, 2008 
. In a very recent work, Rangwala, Kauffman and Karypis have developed a novelhttp://www.fz-juelich.de/nic/cbb/service/service.php 
tool named svmPRAT ( ). It involves formulating the annotation problem as a classification or regression problemRangwala, et al., 2009 
using support vector machines ( ). The use of such approach allows an impressive increase ofhttp://www.cs.gmu.edu/~mlbio/prosat/ 
prediction rate of about 69 . PB prediction is part of MONSTER (Minnesota prOteiN Sequence annoTation servER, %
). Thus, in less than a decade the prediction rate of PBs has doubled in a very efficient way.http://bio.dtc.umn.edu/monster/ 
As emphasized by Li and co-workers ( ), it is often difficult to compare accurately the different studies because ofLi, et al., 2009 
different definitions considered for local structures, or different dataset and/or different criteria used for evaluating success predictions.
In order to extend the analyses to long structural fragments, HPM strategy was used to construct a new library of local structures. 120
structural clusters (named Local Structure Prototypes, LSPs) were then proposed to describe fragments that are 11-residue long (Benros, et
). An original prediction method based on logistic regressions was first developed for predicting local structures from a singleal., 2006 
sequence. This method proposed a short list of the best structural candidates among the 120 LSPs of the library. Considering a geometrical
assessment, a prediction rate of 51.2  was reached. This result was quite significant, given the fragment length and the high number of%
classes ( ). Recently, an improved prediction method based on SVMs and evolutionary information was proposed. ABenros, et al., 2006 
global prediction rate of 63.1  was achieved and prediction for 85  of proteins was improved. This method was shown to be among the% %
most efficient of cuttingedge local structure prediction strategies ( ).Bornot, et al., 2009 
Conclusions and Perspectives
Since 1989, nearly twelve different structural alphabets have been developed, ., ( ; ; e.g Fetrow, et al., 1997 Ku and Hu, 2008 Sander, et
; ; ), for dedicated reviews see ( ; ).al., 2006 Unger, et al., 1989 Unger and Sussman, 1993 Joseph, et al., 2010 Offmann, et al., 2007 
However, almost none has been used outside their developing laboratories. PBs alphabet is the only exception. It is mainly due to the ease
with which protein 3D structures can be encoded as PBs. It can be considered as the classical standard of Structural Alphabet as DSSP is
the classical standard for secondary structure assignment ( ).Kabsch and Sander, 1983 
PBs have been utilized in numerous different applications, ., modelling of a transmembrane protein implicated in malarial infectione.g 
( ; ; ). It has also led to the development of an excellent superimposition methodde Brevern, 2005 de Brevern, 2009 de Brevern, et al., 2009 
( ) and is now used by various research teams ( ). We have also developed confidence indexesTyagi, et al., 2008 Joseph, et al., 2010 
associated to prediction accuracy ( ; ; ). We now link the uncertaintiesBornot, et al., 2009 de Brevern, et al., 2000 Etchebest, et al., 2005 
with the prediction of protein flexibility, looking at data from X-ray analysis, Molecular Dynamics (Bornot ., ) and NMR.et al submitted 
In the same way, superimposition approaches are currently improved. We also examine protein  protein interactions in the light of PBs–
(Swapna ., ).et al in preparation 
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Figure 1
Principe of encoding of protein structures using Structural Alphabet
The N terminal extremity of chain B of acid phosphatase ( ) (a) is encoded in terms of a structuralAspergillus niger Kostrewa, et al., 1999 
alphabet (b). Each residue is approximated by a specific prototype, here a Protein Block. Hence, the crude description as a coil region (done
by any secondary structure assignment method) is replaced by a more precise series of PBs .dcbdfkl 
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Figure 2
The Protein Blocks
PBs from to are shown using PyMol software ( ).. For each PB, the N cap extremity is on the left and the C-cap on the right.a p DeLano, 2002 
Each prototype is five residues in length and corresponds to eight dihedral angles ( , ). The PBs and are mainly associated to the centralϕ ψ m d 
region of -helix and the central region of -strand, respectively. ( ; ).α β de Brevern, 2005 de Brevern, et al., 2000 
Figure 3
An example of difficult superimposition of 3D protein structures using PBs
The 3D structure of acid phosphatase ( ) chain B has been superimposed on the 3D structure of Aspergillus niger Kostrewa, et al., 1999 
periplasmic glucose-1- phosphatase chain A ( ). (a) and (b) using previous approach ( ), andEscherichia coli Lee, et al., 2003 Tyagi, et al., 2006 
(c) and (d) with the novel approach. Using regions of high similiarity as seeds (blue, gold and pink) seen in (e), the root mean square deviation
is 17  lower than the value previously computed.Å
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Figure 4
An example of hard case of superimposition of 3D protein structures using PBs
The 3D superimposition shown in is presented here as the PB alignment. Repetitive PBs and direct Ncap and Ccap are shown inFigure 3 
colour.
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Table 1
Summary of prediction methods
Given are the kind of approaches with the year and refs of publication, the prediction rate and the remarks.
approach year information prediction rate ( )% Refs web server remarks
Bayesian prediction 2000 one sequence 34.4 de Brevern ., Proteinset al LocPred first method
Sequence families 2000 one sequence 40.7 de Brevern ., Proteinset al LocPred based on Bayesian prediction
Bayesian prediction 2002 one sequence 34.4 de Brevern ., Prot Sciet al none prediction of Structural Words
Hidden Markov Model 2003 one sequence Not Karchin ., Proteinset al None fold recognition
Sequence families 2005 one sequence 48.7 Etchebest ., Proteinset al LocPred improved Sequence Families
Pinning strategy 2007 one sequence 43.6 de Brevern ., J Bioscet al none prediction of Structural Words
knowledge-based prediction 2007 one sequence 62.0 Offmann ., Cur Bioinfet al pb_prediction pentapeptide match/SCOP class
Two-layer SVM 2008 evolutionary 61.0 Zimmermann and Hansmann, J Chem Inf Model LOCUSTRA first use of evolutionary information
Database-matching approach 2009 one sequence 45.3 Li ., Proteinset al LSSRAP use also accessibility and secondary structure
svmPRAT 2009 evolutionary 68.9 Rangwala ., BMC Bioinformaticset al svmPRAT protein residue annotation toolkit
